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CORONAVIRUS AFFECTS FISHING COMMUNITIES
BOTH ECONOMICALLY AND SOCIALLY
The coronavirus pandemic could have a huge
impact on fisheries, predicts an international
panel of researchers.
Twenty-five researchers from 12 different countries met last week to discuss the social impact of
the coronavirus pandemic on the fisheries sector.
They are members of the ‘social’ working group
at ICES (International Council for the Exploration of the Sea), an international network for marine scientists.
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BORDERS AND RESTAURANTS CLOSED
Two main problems have arisen for the sector
due to the coronavirus crisis. ‘Firstly, fisheries
are heavily dependent on international trade,’
says Marloes Kraan, an anthropologist at Wageningen Marine Research and co-chair of the
panel. ‘That is now severely hampered by measures such as closed borders and fewer flights.’ A
second problem is that a lot of the trade is in
fresh fish and shellfish destined for restaurants,
hotels and cafeterias – a branch that is now
closed nearly everywhere. ‘It is precisely the



small-scale fisheries that seem to be affected by
that,’ says Kraan.
WAY OF LIFE
’The researchers will continue to follow developments. Kraan will soon conduct a survey among
fishers to see how they are doing. ‘It’s not just
about the economic impact,’ says Kraan. ‘For

many fishers, fishing is a way of life. If your business goes bust, it would mean losing a big part of
your identity.’ Kraan hopes that science can learn
from this situation. ‘We are looking at which
measures different countries are taking and what
works, so we can advise governments better on
how they can help fisheries get through this crisis.’ TL

GRANT FOR
ELECTROCATALYSIS

KEPT IN ARCTIC BY CORONA

Lars Kiewidt, a postdoc in the
Biobased Chemistry and Technology group, wants to turn side
streams into chemicals and other
useful materials with the aid of
electricity. He received one of six
tenure-track grants from the Dutch
Research Council (NWO) in March.

A new team of
researchers was supposed to take over
the work of the current team on board
research ship Polarstern. The corona crisis
means this probably
won’t happen until
June.

Kiewidt will be using the NWO
grant of 900,000 euros to look for
catalysts that can convert side
streams from the food and agricultural industry into useful compounds. For example, processing
potatoes results in a waste stream
with a lot of starch, which Kiewidt
wants to use to make chemicals.
To do this, he needs to develop
electrocatalysts that transform the
biomass efficiently into the desired materials, for example coatings for the paper industry.
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The big challenge for Kiewidt is
finding out which electrocatalysts will convert the biomass
into useful compounds and
what these catalysts should
look like. Electrocatalysis —
triggering chemical reactions
with electricity — is a hot topic
in the life sciences. Scientists
expect that we will have plenty
of green energy in the future
but we will face a shortage of
oil-based raw materials for the
chemical industry. Kiewidt
therefore expects the production of chemicals from biomass
to become a significant branch
in the chemical industry. The
NWO grant will allow Kiewidt to
research this subject for the
next five years and hire a PhD
student to help him. AS

‘We were supposed to
return this week,’ says researcher
Serdar Sakinan of Wageningen Marine Research. But due to the travel
restrictions imposed by various European countries, new scientists
are unable to reach the Polarstern.
For the current team, this means
they will be relieved six weeks later
than planned. Meanwhile, the research continues as usual. ‘The
ship has been moored to the ice.
Sometimes gusts of wind cause us

to drift off, which makes the research more challenging to carry
out. Despite these challenges and
the added uncertainties due to the
coronavirus, we are moving forward
with our research,’ Sakinan explains. TL
Resource no. 16 on 30 April will carry a long article about the research
on board the Polarstern.

